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HaiVision and Zixi Provide First Low-Latency HD (1080i)
Video Transmissions Over Public Internet
Standard ISP Connection Used to Deliver Live Video at Quality Level
Previously Only Available Via High-Bandwidth Dedicated Fiber or Satellite Link
MONTREAL and BOSTON — Feb. 11, 2009 — HaiVision Systems Inc., the world’s
leading vendor of high-performance H.264 HD and SD video codecs, and Zixi LLC, the
world’s leading supplier of HD Instant Video Delivery Network (IVDN) products, today
announced the first successful broadcast of live HD video over the public Internet.
The broadcasts were transmitted from the Columbia University Medical Center (CUMC)
in New York City to remote studio facilities in the United States and simultaneously to
several other sites worldwide, where viewers accessed video using either a Web
browser or an Internet-enabled (IP) set-top box. The real-time HD broadcasts were
transmitted over the Internet using Zixi’s IVDN platform to recover and reorder lost
packets in real time providing instant start, continuous delivery of video to studio, set-top
boxes, and PCs without any sacrifice in video quality.
The HD (1080i) feeds were transmitted between the CUMC and convention centers
using HaiVision’s acclaimed ultra-low-latency MAKO-HD H.264 HD codecs. At other
locations worldwide, audiences simultaneously viewed the transmission using software
decoders on standard PCs. The Internet services at both ends were standard generalpurpose ISP connections, with the stream serviced by the Zixi IVDN platform. In a sideby-side comparison at the receiving studio, the video quality delivered over the Zixi IVDN
was indistinguishable from the signal received via satellite and dedicated fiber
connections.
“The Zixi platform is revolutionizing public Internet-based network video
communications,” stated Peter Maag, HaiVision vice president. “Now, through the
combination of Zixi’s IVDN and our MAKO-HD codec, the transport of HD video over the
Internet requires only adequate first- and last-mile bandwidth.”

More…

The broadcast used Zixi’s IVDN platform at the source and receiving ends to groom the
data traffic, recover lost packets, and eliminate jitter. The latency from source to
destination — including the MAKO-HD’s 70 ms of encode and decode — was under 500
milliseconds, and the transmission exhibited no re-buffering pauses. The Zixi IVDN and
HaiVision MAKO-HD demonstrated the robustness of the transmission by continuously
streaming video despite as much as 25 percent packet loss on the connection.
“HaiVision’s MAKO-HD H.264 codec is the premier HD appliance available for medical,
telepresence, and broadcast-style applications,” said Israel Drori, Zixi’s CEO and
founder. “The MAKO-HD’s performance was outstanding.”
The Zixi broadcast from CUMC was supported by the MAKO-HD’s 6-Mbps H.264 stream
and delivered pristine full-motion 1080i video to multiple global locations over the public
Internet. The MAKO-HD, which supports up to 1080p30 HD resolution and up to
1280x768 computer resolution at 60 frames per second, contributed only 70 milliseconds
of delay to the entire transmission.
###
About Zixi Inc.
Zixi’s platform turns high-speed Internet and Intranet connections into Instant Video Delivery
Networks (IVDNs), making any Web site or corporate network a broadcasting hub with SD to HD
capabilities. For a fraction of the cost of traditional long-haul video delivery methods such as
CDN, satellite, or dedicated or leased lines, Zixi delivers SD and full HD quality video in real time
to anywhere in the world on any device using existing network infrastructure. Zixi uses patented
end-to-end, real-time clock synchronization that enables timely delivery and recovery of lost
packets, ensuring low or zero latency delivery of HD video over standard IP connections without
quality of service guarantees and without any tradeoffs among resolution, pauses for re-buffering,
and startup delay. More information is available at www.zixi.com.
About HaiVision Systems Inc.
Based in Montreal, Canada, HaiVision Systems Inc. is a private company and a world leader in
delivering the most advanced video networking technology. HaiVision’s products are deployed
worldwide within the foremost telepresence suites and boardrooms, in healthcare facilities for
video collaboration and training, for continuous presence distance education and remote learning,
for high-performance communications within federal markets, and within broadcast for remote
interviews, IPTV, and content distribution. More information is available at www.haivision.com.
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